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Dear Dr Furberg

Thank you for the proofed version of our manuscript#3613020514314203, and title:

‘International Study to Predict Optimized Treatment for Depression (iSPOT-D), a Randomized Clinical Trial: Rationale and Protocol’

We have added these minor edits to Tables in this proofed version;

1. Table 6:
   Footnote text has been edited to read
   
   *These are representative measures based on previous findings; additional EEG measures from other recording sites may also be analyzed

2. Table 7:
   In Row 4, last column we have edited the text to read:

   Elicited within the timescale of ‘automatic’ error detection and impulsivity (73)

   In Row 6, last column we have edited the text to read:

   Averaged across the 20 trials, excluding non-response trials

The edited manuscript has been uploaded to the Trials online submission site.

Yours sincerely,

Leanne M Williams

Corresponding author